I. Introduction.
In 1963 Hosay [2] and Lininger [3] , working independently, proved the following theorem:
Theorem. If C is a crumpled cube in S3, and e is a positive number, then there is an (-homeomorphism h from C into S3 such that the closure of S3 -h(C) is a 3-cell.
Recently F. M. Lister [4] A crumpled cube is a space homeomorphic to the union of some 2-sphere in E3 and its bounded complementary domain. For explanation of other terms and notations used here, the reader may see [3] .
II. Re-embedding crumpled cubes.
Lemma. Suppose C is a crumpled cube in E3 with boundary S, and e is a positive number. Then there exist an (-homeomorphism h' from C into E3 and a polyhedral 2-sphere S' homeomorphically within e of S such that h'(C)ElntS'.
Proof. Using the Approximation Theorem for t'=e/9, we find a polyhedral 2-sphere g(S), homeomorphically within (' of S, and a
Received by the editors February 25, 1968. ) is a 3-cell, so there exist homeomorphisms/,-from Cl(Ext g(S)) to B{ with the additional property that/,-is the identity on g(Dt). Note that the diameter of each P,-is less than 3e' and that no point of P.-is moved as much as e by/,-.
The homeomorphism h' is defined by the rule h'(x) = fi(x) for x in P" = x for x in (C -UP*).
For a detailed argument establishing the theorem on the basis of this lemma, refer to Theorem 2 of [3] . The idea is to re-embed the cube with a homeomorphism h which is the limit of a sequence of homeomorphisms provided by the lemma. The lemma promises a sphere for each of the homeomorphisms in the sequence, and the existence of these spheres guarantees that h(Bd C) can be homeomorphically approximated from S3 -h(C). As a result of Theorem 2.1 of [l], the closure of 53 -h(C) is a 3-cell.
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